Nowadays, economics and finance gain a real advantage from a tremendous stream of innovations, notably coming from the computer science community. Recent advantage in information technologies employed in stock markets allow traders to analyze fundamental information, make trading decision, and submit orders in fractions of a second. This phenomenon impacts market quality, increases message traffic, makes market data extremely difficult to analyze, and requires effective regulatory design. Of course, other disciplines also rely on the notion of the market, and are impacted in the same way. Smart-grid, agent-based modeling, technical methods and smart order routing help the academy, industry, government and authorities to reach a deeper understanding of markets as a complex system. This special issue of the journal Information focuses on the application of agents and multi-agent systems as well as all techniques in artificial intelligence applied to market issues. In particular, it shows how the agent-based approach is gradually impacting many areas of research, whether in finance, economics or smart-grids. These agents, driven by behaviours, make it possible to establish a link between the macroscopic level and the microscopic level of the phenomenon studied. The artificial market then serves as an environment in which agents can deploy their own strategies. One of the advantages of this approach, and not the least, is that it allows a behavioural differentiation closer to reality than conventional approaches.
